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SPILG, J:

INTRODUCTION
1. On 1 April 2019 BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd (“BP”) was found guilty on 17
counts of contravening s 22(1) read with ss 21(1) and 29(4) of the Environmental
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Conservation Act 73 of 1989 (“ECA”) together with item 1 (c) of Schedule 1 and
Schedule 2 of Government Notice R.1182 of 5 September 1997.
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2. The prosecution now applies for an order to hold a post-conviction enquiry under
s 34(3) of the National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998 (“NEMA “)
into the monetary value of the advantage which BP might have gained in
consequence of the offences it committed. It also requires BP to produce a
statement and provide documents and detailed calculations covering all sales of
petroleum products and all income derived by it from each of the filling stations to
which the offences relate.
3. BP’s main contention is that s 22 of ECA is not presently listed among the
offences in respect of which such an enquiry is competent and, having regard to
s 35(3) (n) of the Constitution, it is entitled to the benefit of the least severe
punishment or penalty which prevailed between the time the offence was
committed and now.
4. In order to deal with BP’s submission it is necessary to give some content to the
various pieces of legislation under which it was convicted.
The legislature was concerned about the need to regulate certain activities which
could have an impact on the environment by requiring prior official authorisation
provided an environmental impact assessment report was first obtained and
considered.
Section 21 (1) of ECA gave the responsible Minister the power to identify
activities “which in his opinion may have a substantial detrimental effect on the
environment, whether in general or in respect of certain areas.” This was done by
way of Regulations published in the Government Gazette.2
In terms of R. 1182 of 5 September 1997 the Minister identified “the construction,
erection or upgrading …. with regard to any substance which is dangerous or

1

Schedule 2 staggered the dates when the various items mentioned in Schedule 1 would start to apply. In
terms of Schedule 2, Item 1(c ) would apply from 2 March 1998
2
At the time environmental affairs was under the portfolio of the Minister of Environmental Affairs and
Tourism. It now falls under the Minister of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries
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hazardous and is controlled by national legislation …. (of) storage for any such
substance” as such an activity for the purposes of s 21(1). 3
This Regulation did not itself define a “dangerous or hazardous” substance. Other
national legislation did and petroleum or petroleum products fell within the net.
Section 22(1) prohibited a person from undertaking one of the identified activities
without first obtaining the necessary written authorisation which itself was
dependent, under s 22(2), on an environmental impact report first being obtained
and considered.
Section 29(4) made a contravention of s 22(1) an offence.
5. In short s 22(1) of ECA prohibits the conducting without the necessary
authorisation of an activity which, in terms of the powers given to the Minister
under s 21(1), is one which “may have a substantial detrimental effect on the
environment”, while the purpose of s 29(4) of ECA is to criminalise the
unauthorised conducting of such an activity.

Section 29(4) also sets out the maximum penalties that can be imposed for the
offences enumerated in the body of that sub-section.4
6. It suffices for present purposes that;

a. s 29 (4) has always included the offence of contravening the provisions of
s 22(1);

b. s 21(1) was always an activity which was prohibited under s 22(1) unless
authorisation was first obtained; and
c. the activity in relation to which BP was convicted is one that had been
prescribed by the Minister under s 21(1) until it was repealed in the
manner set out later.
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Schedule 1 Item 1(c)(ii) of R. 1182 read with Schedule 2
There are certain difficulties experienced in following the chronology of the amendments to this section.
They will be addressed later.
4
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7. The prosecution was not brought at the instance of the State but privately by
Uzani Environmental Advocacy (CC) (“Uzani“) pursuant to obtaining leave from
the Judge President.

8. Uzani contends that at this stage of the criminal proceedings it is entitled to hold
an enquiry in terms of s 34(3) of NEMA.
Section 34 (3) of NEMA currently provides:
Whenever any person is convicted of an offence under any provision
listed in Schedule 3 the court convicting such person may summarily
enquire into and assess the monetary value of any advantage gained
or likely to be gained by such person in consequence of that offence,
and, in addition to any other punishment imposed in respect of that
offence, the court may order—

(a) the award of damages or compensation or a fine equal to the
amount so assessed; or

(b) that such remedial measures as the court may determine must be
undertaken by the convicted person.
9. Part (a) of Schedule 3, which is headed “National Legislation” currently identifies
(per both LexisNexis and Jutastat digital law publications) a contravention of
“Section 19 (1) and 19A read with 29 (3), 20 (1) and (9) read with section 29 (4),
29 (2) (a), 31A and 41A read with 29 (3)” of ECA as being subject to a postconviction enquiry under s 34(3) of NEMA.5
THE ISSUES

10. It is evident from the contents of the preceding paragraph that a contravention of
s 22(1) of ECA is no longer identified in Schedule 3 as an offences which can be

5

Part (b) of Schedule 3 deals with provincial environmental legislation.
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the subject of an enquiry under s 34(3) of NEMA. This will generally be referred
to as a “s 34(3) enquiry”.

11. Adv Roux who represents BP challenges Uzani’s entitlement to hold such an
enquiry on the following grounds;

a. that s 22 of ECA is not presently listed among the offences in respect of
which a s 34(3) enquiry can be held;

b. even if s 34(3) applies, the power to hold an enquiry into the monetary
value of any advantage gained or likely to be gained as a consequence of
the offence is discretionary and the court should not exercise its power in
favour of holding one; and
c.

if the court does exercise a power to hold an enquiry then the extent of
the enquiry, and in particular the period covered, should be limited. This
goes to the content of the production order sought by the private
prosecution.

WHETHER SECTION 34(3) APPLIES

12. Uzani concedes that the offences to which the convictions under counts 1,
2.5,6,8, 9 and 11 relate were all committed prior to 29 January 1999. This is the
date when NEMA came into effect.

13. Accordingly it accepts that, at best, a s 34 enquiry can only be held in respect of
the convictions under counts 12 to 21.

In respect of these counts it contends that the applicable provisions were those in
force at the time of the commission of the offences. It relies on R v Mazibuko (4)
SA 353 (A) at 357D and Prokereur-Generaal Noord-Kaap v Hart 1990(1) SA 49
(A) at 51F.
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In supplementary heads of argument Uzani added a submission based on s 12
(2) (d) of the Interpretation Act 33 of 1957. The argument was sought to be
advanced by references to S v Mpetha 1985(3) SA 702 (A) and the provisions of
ss 50(2) and 51 of NEMA together with ss 24F (1) read with 49A(1)(a) of that
Act.
14. BP’s argument is premised on the assertion that the removal of s 22(1) of ECA
from Schedule 3 of NEMA (via limiting the application of the provisions of s 29(4)
to only certain other sections of ECA) indicated an intention on the part of the
legislature no longer to hold, during the course of criminal proceedings, a person
who was found to have engaged without authorisation in an activity that had a
“substantial detrimental effect” on the environment, liable to its sanctions.

15. It would also mean that the legislature had reconsidered the advisability of a
criminal court summarily enquiring into these issues even in situations where
there was continuing degradation to the environment and even if it was found that
the offender had engaged in the unauthorised activity after its environmental
impact report had been rejected.
In this context a court must also bear in mind that the requirement of an
environmental impact report is a precondition to granting a dispensation from the
prohibition against undertaking an activity which otherwise “will probably have a
substantial detrimental effect on the environment” . In turn this requirement is
intended to address the fundamental premise underlying environmental law:
Under ECA it is “the effective protection and controlled utilization of the
environment”6: Under NEMA’s umbrella framework for all environmental
legislation, it is to adopt an integrated environmental management approach on a
cooperative inter-governmental basis and provide “a legislative basis for
environmental assessment” under the control of various State organs in order to
enforce the environmental laws7. These environmental laws include ECA and the
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Preamble to ECA
Preamble to NEMA and LAWSA Environmental Management (Volume 17 - Third Ed.) para 10.3 which refers to
the “One Environmental System (OES)” approach and para 10.3.1.
See especially BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd v MEC for Agriculture, Conservation, Environment and Land
Affairs 2004 (5) SA 124 (W) at 146, 148 and 151
7
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various sector or area specific environmental legislation identified in NEMA under
the definition of a “specific environmental management Act”.8
16. Furthermore BP’s argument that a s 34(3) enquiry post-conviction is no longer
available would have to cover not only the case of constructing a filling station
without authority if the offence had been committed prior to the effective removal
of s22(1) from Schedule 3 of NEMA. It would have to cover all other activities that
had been listed in R. 1182. This is because, as mentioned earlier, s 22(1) of ECA
criminalises the failure to obtain authorisation for undertaking an activity to which
s 21(1) applies. In turn the activities to which s 21(1) apply include those listed in
R. 1182.
Aside from listing the construction or upgrading of storage facilities for
dangerous and hazardous substances, such as petroleum products, R. 1182 also
listed activities such as the construction, erection or upgrading of facilities for
large commercial electricity generation, “nuclear, reactors and facilities for the
production, enrichment, processing, reprocessing, storage or disposal of nuclear
fuels and wastes” and “buildings and structures for industrial, commercial and
military manufacturing and storage of explosives or ammunition or for testing or
disposal of such explosives or ammunitions”.9

17. If BP’s argument is correct it would mean that the legislature did not wish a s 22
(1) of ECA offender, if convicted after this section was effectively removed from
Schedule 3, to summarily be subjected to a s 34(3) enquiry or be obliged to
compensate or take remedial measures for any damage caused by undertaking,

8

A “specific environmental management Act' in s 1 of NEMA which is identified to mean“ (a) the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act 73 of 1989);
(b) the National Water Act, 1998 (Act 36 of 1998);
(c) the National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act, 2003 (Act 57 of 2003);
(d) the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act, 2004 (Act 10 of 2004);
(e) the National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act, 2004 (Act 39 of 2004);
(f) the National Environmental Management: Integrated Coastal Management Act, 2008 (Act 24 of
2008);
(g) the National Environmental Management: Waste Act, 2008 (Act 59 of 2008); or
(h) the World Heritage Convention Act, 1999 (Act 49 of 1999),
and includes any regulation or other subordinate legislation made in terms of any of those Acts”
There may well be an overlap with certain provisions of the
9
Schedule 1, Items 1(a), (b) and (p) of R. 1182
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without authorisation, any of the activities that had been listed in R. 1182. It would
also mean that offences with potentially much less egregious consequences to
the environment or to humans would be subject to a s 34(3) enquiry while the
legislature was content to only impose the penal provisions set out in s 29(4) of
ECA at the time of the commission of the offence. As will shortly be seen the
maximum fine for a corporate could have been no more than R100 000 plus the
commercial value of anything in respect of which the offence was committed.

18. It is therefore evident that an analysis of the basis for removing an offence under
s 22(1) of ECA from Schedule 3 of NEMA is necessary in order to establish the
intention of the legislature.
This would of necessity also require an analysis of the underlying regulatory
framework pursuant to which the construction of petrol stations was listed as an
activity to which s 21(1) of ECA applied and which was prohibited by reason of
s 22(1) unless authorisation was obtained. It is important to repeat that
authorisation could only be obtained after the completion of an environmental
impact report in the prescribed manner had been considered be the relevant
authority under s 22(2).

19. In this case the legislative intent can only be determined by tracing the evolution
of the legislation, both statutory and subordinate, under which BP was convicted.

I will first consider the statutory provisions and then the subordinate legislation.

Applicable Environmental Statutes including amendments regarding the
removal of s 22(1) from Schedule 3 of NEMA

20. The offences under counts 13 to 21 were committed between March 1999 and
May 2001. During this period Schedule 3 of NEMA only mentioned ss 29(2) (a)
and (4) of ECA.
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Moreover, the wording of s 29(4) at that time, which was prior to its amendments
by Acts 44 of 2008 and 59 of 2008, created an offence and imposed a
punishment only in respect of a contravention of ss 22(1) and 23 (2) of ECA.
Section 29(4) then read:

Any person who contravenes a provision of section 22 (1) or 23 (2) or
fails to comply with an authorization issued under the said provisions
shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine not
exceeding R100 000 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10
years or to both such fine and such imprisonment, and to a fine not
exceeding three times the commercial value of anything in respect of
which the offence was committed.

21. Due to the difficulties they create in trying to follow the legislative changes, it is
necessary to consider the manner in which the two amendments to s 29(4) which
were assented to in 2008, came into law.

Instead of following the chronological order in which they were assented to, they
were promulgated into law in the reverse sequence. To compound the difficulties,
material pieces of environmental law which it will be necessary to consider later
were themselves dependent on other statutory provisions coming into force and
other subordinate legislation taking effect. In the result, it is necessary to plough
through them in order to ascertain whether an amendment did in fact become
law, precisely what it amended or repealed and when.

This is contrary to concept that legislation should be readily ascertainable. At the
minimum it should be easy to find by practitioners and researchers, let alone
those who are expected to comply with its provisions under pain of potentially
harsh penalties.
The manner in which certain amendments to environmental legislation have been
implemented is confusing. Without adequate audit procedures the power given to
Ministers to prescribe the date when primary legislation comes into force may
inadvertently result in disturbing the sequence in which Parliament itself amends
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laws it had previously assented to. This appears to have occurred in respect of
the two 2008 Acts which amended s 29(3) of ECA.

22. The initial amendments to s 29(4) of ECA that require consideration were
effected by;
a. Act 44 of 2008 which was assented to on 3 December 2008. However it
only came into effect on 11 September 2009.

b. Act 59 of 2008 which, although assented to later on 6 March 2009, came
into effect sooner- namely on 1 July 2009.
Its full title is the National Environmental Management: Waste Act no. 59
of 2008 ((“the NEM: Waste Act”).

Accordingly, despite being assented to by Parliament three months after the
earlier Amendment Act 44 of 2008, the NEM; Waste Act came into effect by
Ministerial Proclamation two months sooner than the other. In short; the Minister
had promulgated them into law in the reverse order.

23. It is therefore not possible, by reference alone to the sequence in which these
two Acts actually came into effect, to determine which sections of ECA were
intended to be added to or deleted from the list of contraventions constituting an
offence under s 29(4) - and by extension subject to a s 34 (3) enquiry.

24. Ordinarily it is a principle of interpretation that a law assented to will repeal an
earlier one dealing with the same subject matter, even if only by necessary
implication. In the case of the two Acts under consideration, the one that had
been assented to earlier, and which in part also dealt with s 29 (4) of ECA, was
brought into effect by the Minister only subsequently.

This may have suggested a change in legislative intent. However raising such an
argument in the present circumstances, would overlooks a fundamental difficulty
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posed by the question: “On what legal basis can the date of signature by the
Minister to a regulation which brings legislation into effect subordinate the
intention of Parliament as indicated by it assenting to the chronologically later
piece of law?”

25. Should this have become a key issue in the present case considerations other
than interpretational ones may have come into play. In turn this may have
required the joinder of the then Minister to explain the chronological disconnect
between the sequence of Parliamentary assent on the one hand and the
promulgation of the statute into law on the other.
26. Fortunately these difficulties were obviated within a week of the earlier
amendment Act purportedly amending the later one. This arose when s 29 (4)
was again amended; this time by Act 14 of 2009 which was assented to on 25
May 2009 and became law on 18 September 2009.10

The National Environmental Management Laws Amendment Act 14 of 2009
extended the criminal sanctions under s 29(4) of ECA to a person who
contravenes;
“… a provision of section 20 (1), 20 (9), 22 (1) or 23 (2) or a direction
issued under section 20 (5) or fails to comply with a condition of a
permit, permission, authorisation or direction issued or granted under
the said provisions shall be guilty of an offence ...”

At least that is the way in which the section reads in the current digital legislation
updates of both Jutastat and LexisNexis.
27. However ss 20(1), (5) and (9), which fell under Part IV of ECA (“Control of natural
environment”), and which specifically dealt with waste management, had already

10

The concern about the disturbance of the order of assenting to Parliamentary Acts (dealing with the same
subject matter) when they are promulgated into law may not have been purely academic: Act 14 of 2009 was
initially set aside by the High Court. The decision was reversed on appeal. If that had not occurred then
significant difficulties may have arisen.
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been repealed some two months earlier by, and re-enacted under, the NEM:
Waste Act no. 59 of 2008 to which reference was made earlier. As already
mentioned the latter Act came into effect on 1 July 2009.

In terms of s 80 read with Schedule 2, the NEM; Waste Act repealed ss 19, 19A,
20, 24, 24A, 24B and 24C of ECA. It also deleted the references to these
provisions from s 29(4) of ECA.

But the removal of these sections from ECA by the NEM Waste Act was effected
before Act 44 of 2008 became law on 11 September 2009. Accordingly at the
time the NEM; Waste Act (Act 59 of 2008) was signed into law by Ministerial
Proclamation, s 29(4) had already been cut down to apply to only ss 22 (1) and
23 (2) of ECA.

28. If regard is had to when the NEM: Waste Act was assented to and promulgated,
then one can more fully appreciate why the reference to sections other than
ss 22 (1) or 23 (2) of ECA in Act 44 of 2008 can be ignored – despite taking
effect some time later. The confusion it created is readily appreciated.

29. Returning to Act 14 of 2009 which was assented to on 25 May 2009. It materially
amended ECA by increasing the penalties which could be imposed for an offence
under s 29(4) of ECA.

Prior to the amendment, and as already mentioned, a contravention of ECA
would attract a criminal sanctions under s 29(4) of;
“a fine not exceeding R100 000 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
10 years or to both such fine and such imprisonment, and to a fine not
exceeding three times the commercial value of any thing in respect of which
the offence was committed”

The amendment, which was effective from 18 September 2009 increased the
penalty to;
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“a fine not exceeding R5 million or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding
five years and in the case of second or subsequent conviction, to a fine not
exceeding R10 million or imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years or
in both instances to both such fine and such imprisonment, and in addition to
a fine not exceeding three times the commercial value of any thing in respect
of which the offence was committed.”

30. Of perhaps greater significance for present purposes is that Act 14 of 2009
amended Schedule 3 of NEMA in order to bring several of its sections within the
purview of a s34 enquiry while removing references to a number of sections of
ECA from that Schedule: It did so, in terms of s 25, by replacing part (a) of
Schedule 3 of NEMA.

31. The upshot of the statutory amendments effected during 2008 and 2009 to ECA
and NEMA, insofar as they are relevant to the present enquiry, is that by 18
September 2009 when Act 14 of 2009 took effect:
a. Only ss 22(1) and 23(2) of ECA remained as provisions the contravention
of which constituted an offence under s 29(4) of that Act. 11

b. The penalty for a contravention of s22(1) of ECA increased significantly:
from R100 000 or 10 years imprisonment (or both), irrespective of whether
the person was a first time offender or not, to R5 million or 5years (or
both) for a first time offender and double that for second and subsequent
convictions;
c. Section 22(1) of ECA was no longer an offence listed in Schedule 3 of
NEMA in respect of which an enquiry into damages, compensation, or
remedial orders could be made under s 34 (3) of that Act. However
ss 24F (1) and (2) of NEMA were introduced into the Schedule.
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Section 23 (2) can be ignored as it is unrelated to the present enquiry, concerning as it does unauthorised
activities in a designated limited development area.
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32. Section 24F (2) made it an offence to contravene s 24F (1). At the time the
offences were committed Section 24F(2) had read:
“It is an offence for any person to contravene subsection (1) or the conditions
applicable to any environmental authorisation granted for a listed activity.”
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33. Since its amendment by Act 62 of 2008 of 5 January 2008, which took effect only
from 1 May 2009, s 24F(1) of NEMA has read::

Prohibitions relating to commencement or continuation of listed
activities.—(1) notwithstanding any other Act, no person may—

(a) commence an activity listed or specified in terms of section 24 (2)
(a) or (b) unless the competent authority or the Minister responsible
for mineral resources, as the case may be, has granted an
environmental authorisation for the activity; or

(b) commence and continue an activity listed in terms of section 24 (2)
(d) unless it is done in terms of an applicable norm or standard.

In turn s 24(2) (a) of NEMA provides that:

The Minister, or an MEC with the concurrence of the Minister, may
identify—

(a) activities which may not commence without environmental
authorisation from the competent authority;
12

In terms of Act 62 OF 2008, which was assented to on 5 January 2008 and came into effect on 1 May 2009,
s24F(2) was amended to read:
“ It is an offence for any person to fail to comply with or to contravene—
(a) subsection (1) (a);
(b) subsection (1) (b);
(c) the conditions applicable to any environmental authorisation granted for a listed activity
or specified activity;
(d) any condition applicable to an exemption granted in terms of section 24M; or
(e) an approved environmental management programme.
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“Environmental authorisation” in terms of the s 1 definition means, for the
purpose of this section;
“the authorisation by a competent authority of a listed activity or
specified activity in terms of this Act, and includes a similar
authorisation contemplated in a specific environmental management
Act;”13

34. The result of the 2008 and 2009 amendments was that Schedule 3;

a. only referred to the provisions of ss 20 (1) and (9) of ECA;

b. excluded s 22(1) of ECA; but

c. included ss 24F (1) and (2) of NEMA.

35. By reason of what has been set out already, the significance of including
s 24F(1), and at that time s 24F(2) of NEMA, in Schedule 3 is that;

a. Sections 24F(1)(a) and 24F(2) of NEMA made a contravention of
s 24(2)(a) of that Act an offence if a listed activity was commenced without
environmental authorisation:

b. Section 24(2) (a) of NEMA gave the Minister (or an MEC with the
concurrence of the Minister) the power to identify activities which may not
commence without environmental authorisation from the competent
authority. Section 24D of NEMA enabled the listing of the activity in the
Gazette:

13

A “specified environmental management Act” is defined in s 1 of NEMA to include ECA. See footnote 8 supra
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c. Section 24(2)(a) of NEMA read with the gazetting provision of s 24D(1)(a)
of that Act mirror s 21(1) of ECA:
d. Section 22 (1) of ECA had in turn prohibited the undertaking of an activity
identified by the Minister under s 21(1)(a) of ECA unless written
authorisation was obtained from the competent authority

e. Section 29(4) of ECA had made it an offence to contravene s 22(1) of
ECA.
f. Section 24F (1) and, at the time, s 24F (2) of NEMA, mirrored ss 22(1) and
29(4) of ECA.
36. It is therefore evident that, at least insofar as the enabling legislation is
concerned, ss 24F (1) and (2) of NEMA had replaced s 29(4) of ECA to the
extent that it had previously related to s 22(1) of the latter Act.
37. The last piece of relevant statutory amendment occurred when Section 24F (2) of
NEMA was repealed. It was replaced by s 49A of Act 62 of 2013 with effect from
18 December 2013.
Section 49A (1) (a) of NEMA was effectively a re-enactment of s 24F (2) (a) of
that Act. This is evident from the wording of s 49A (1) (a) which repeats that:
“A person is guilty of an offence if that person—

(a) commences with an activity in contravention of section 24F (1)”

38. This conclusion regarding the effect of the amendments and repeals, under Act
14 of 2009 and Act 62 of 2013, on both ECA and NEMA enables one to
appreciate that the overall scheme was to continue requiring authorisation within
a regulated structure for activities which may have an adverse impact on the
environment and that the consideration by the relevant authority of an
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environmental impact assessment report in respect of an activity identified by the
Minister was a sine qua non to obtaining such authorisation.

39. Most importantly for present purposes, it is further evident that factually the
amendments and repeals which were effected amounted to no more than a reenactment of the relevant sections of ECA into NEMA.
40. The question however remains whether petrol stations continued to be a listed
activity which required authorisation under the enabling statute.
Since the determination of an activity which required authorisation is to be found
in the regulations it is necessary to undertake the same exercise in relation to the
subordinate legislation

Regulations re activities which may detrimentally impact the environment

Relationship between environmental Act repeals and the Regulations

41. By way of a preface for the need to address this topic: NEMA is an ambitious
piece of legislation which seeks to achieve an integrated approach in managing
activities that may have an impact on the environment generally or in respect of
areas that are environmentally sensitive14. In doing so the Act had to address the
natural tensions that would arise between different State Organs in formulating
regulations and resolving underlying policy considerations ranging from exploiting
our natural resources to protecting or conserving the environment and our overall
quality of life 15

It is therefore understandable that there was a need to stagger the
implementation of different aspects affecting environmental law whether in order
to finalise the establishment of administrative and enforcement structures or to

14

Act 62 of 2008 extended the purpose of NEMA to include activities, such as planning, which may precede the
physical implementation of a listed activity
15
See the co-operative provisions in Chapter 5 of NEMA.
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flesh out the legislation into specific and enforceable rules. The legislature would
also have anticipated a time lag between the coming into effect of provisions in
the Act and the finalising of regulations.

42. In considering how it would roll out the body of environmental legislation it was
necessary when drafting NEMA for the legislature to take into account the
strictures of s 81 of the Constitution. The section provides that an Act of
Parliament takes effect “when published or on a date determined in terms of the
Act” itself. Where the date of commencement remains uncertain s 81 is satisfied
by providing, in the body of the Act, that it will come into effect on a date to be
determined in the Gazette by the President or responsible Minister.16

43. Section 50(1) of NEMA specifically repealed certain sections of ECA with
immediate effect while s 50(2) has provided a mechanism to satisfy s 81of the
Constitution. It reads:

“Sections 21, 22 and 26 of the Environment Conservation Act, 1989 (Act No.
73 of 1989) and the notices and regulations issued pursuant to sections
21 and 22 and in force on the commencement date of this Act are repealed
with effect from a date to be published by the Minister in the Gazette, which
date may not be earlier than the date on which regulations or notices made or
issued under section 24 of this Act are promulgated and the Minister is
satisfied that the regulations and notices under sections 21 and 22 have
become redundant” (emphasis added)

The effect of this provision, in the context of this case, is that the repeal of ss 21
and 22 of ECA and its regulations would not become effective until regulations
under s 24 of NEMA were promulgated and the Minister was satisfied that they
rendered the ones under ECA redundant.

16

In Minister for Environmental Affairs and Another v Aquarius Platinum (SA) (Pty) Ltd and Others 2016 (5)
BCLR 673 (CC) the court considered the import of s 81 of the Constitution at paras 11 and 12
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44. In order to overcome the difficulties that would arise, s 51 provided that :
“Anything done or deemed to have been done under a provision repealed by
this Act—
(a) remains valid to the extent that it is consistent with this Act until
anything done under this Act overrides it; and

(b) subject to paragraph (a) is considered to be an action under the
corresponding provision of this Act.”

45. In the result environmental legislation requires an examination of NEMA, the
other potentially applicable “specified environmental management Acts”17 which
include ECA and the subordinate regulations promulgated under them in order to
determine not only when the sections of ECA which are mentioned in s 50(2) of
NEMA were repealed but also whether regulations under NEMA were intended to
repeal some or all of those under ECA.

46. This again raises the concern expressed earlier that environmental legislation
has not been readily ascertainable. An inordinate time has been spent struggling
through the provisions of the principal Acts and their amendments, many of which
in their terms awaited a Ministerial go-ahead through another promulgation in the
Gazette before they could come into effect. It was also difficult locating
Regulations that may have triggered both the repeal of ss 21 and 22 of ECA on
the one hand and the date when regulations or notices under s 24(2) (a) of
NEMA were promulgated, if at all.

Finally the unusual insertion in s 50(2) of NEMA of the proviso that everything is
nonetheless dependent on the Minister being satisfied “... that the regulations and
notices under sections 21 and 22 have become redundant” potentially raised its
own interpretational difficulties.

17

See ftn 8 supra
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47. Bearing s 50(2) of NEMA in mind, it was necessary to determine if the activity
which BP contravened under ECA and which was rendered an offence under
s 22(1) of that Act has been replicated in regulations promulgated pursuant to
s 24(2) (a) read with s24D of NEMA.

The fate of R. 1182 of 1997

48. It will be recalled that the activity which BP had been found guilty of contravening
for want of authorisation was determined by the Minister, pursuant to the power
conferred in terms of s 21(1) of ECA, in terms of the regulations promulgated on
5 September 1997 under R. 1182 of 1997.
49. Difficulties were encountered almost immediately in establishing whether R. 1182
had been repealed let alone whether the Minister was satisfied that the regulation
had become redundant for the purposes of s 50(2) of NEMA.
R. 615 of 23 June 2006 was the first piece of relevant legislation. In terms of this
regulation the Minister repealed, under sections 21 and 22 of ECA, R. 1182 of
September 1997 but only;
“ with effect from the commencement of Government Notices No R.386 and
R.387, published on 21 April 2006, in terms of section 24D of the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No 107 of 1998)” (emphasis
added).

50. Although commentary on R. 615 is generally to the effect that R. 1182 was
repealed when R. 615 came into effect on 23 June 2006 that is not so.
As a result of the caveat in R. 617 just mentioned it remained necessary to
establish that date by reference to when R. 386 and R. 387 came into effect.
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51. R 387 of 2006 in turn stated that the Minister has:
… in terms of sections 24 and 24D of the National Environmental
Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998), listed the activities in the
Schedule.”

52. R. 387 is key to unravelling the scheme of the legislative changes, including the
repeal of Regulations under ECA and, by reason of the provisions of s 50 (2) of
NEMA as already discussed, their effect on ECA and NEMA. It will also be
observed that the wording of R.615 of 2006 is consistent with the requirements of
s 50(2) regarding regulations under NEMA having to come into effect before the
repeal of regulations under ECA can take effect.

53. The purpose of R. 387 was to Gazette under s 24D of NEMA the list of activities
to which ss 24(2)(a) of that Act would apply.

The list of activities is contained in a Schedule to the Regulation itself.

The effect was to identify in terms of ss 24(2) (a) and (d) of NEMA activities which
could not commence without environmental authorisation and “in respect of which
the investigation, assessment and communication of potential impact of activities
must follow the procedure as described in regulations 27 to 36 of the
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2006” (i.e. R. 385) which had
been promulgated under s 24(5) of NEMA.

54. The further effect of listing an activity in the R. 387 Schedule was to prohibit
under s 24F(1) of NEMA a person from either;

a. commencing an activity listed or specified in terms of section 24 (2)
(a) or (b) “ unless the competent authority or the Minister responsible for
mineral resources, as the case may be, has granted an environmental
authorisation for the activity; or
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b. commencing and continuing an activity listed in terms of section
24 (2) (d) “unless it is done in terms of an applicable norm or standard”.
55. It will be recalled that under s 49A(1) (a) and (b) of NEMA it is an offence to either
commence with an activity in contravention of section 24F (1) or not to comply
with any applicable norm or standard contemplated in section 24 (2) (d)

It will also be recalled that a person convicted of an offence under s 49A is
subject to a s34 (3) enquiry because it is listed in Schedule 3 of NEMA.18

56. Item 3 of the R. 387 Schedule refers to the activity of:

“The construction of filling stations, including associated structures and
infrastructure, or any other facility for the underground storage of a dangerous
good, including petrol, diesel, liquid petroleum gas or paraffin.”

In terms of the definition provisions of R. 387 (reg 1):
"petroleum" means any liquid, solid hydrocarbon or combustible gas as
defined in section 1 of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development
Act, 2002 (Act No. 28 of 2002), as amended;
and
"filling station" means a site where petrol, diesel, liquid petroleum gas or
paraffin is offered for sale, and includes …. shops and car-washing facilities
that are located on the same property or form part of the same development
but excludes retail shops that sell gas or paraffin in small containers;”

For sake of completeness the term “construction” is defined to include the;
“erection or expansion of a facility, structure or infrastructure that is
necessary for the undertaking of an activity, but excludes any modification,
18

See para 6 supra for the wording of s 34(3)
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alteration or upgrading of such facility, structure or infrastructure that does not
result in a change to the nature of the activity being undertaken or an increase
in the production, storage or transportation capacity of that facility, structure or
infrastructure.

57. It will be recalled from the main judgment that BP was found guilty of
constructing or upgrading (by increasing the fuel storage capacity) 17 petrol
stations without the necessary authorisation, such construction or upgrading
being an activity listed under R1182 of 199719 when read with National
legislation20 which declared petroleum and petroleum products to be a dangerous
or hazardous substance.

It will also be recalled that in terms of s 29(4) of ECA it was an offence to engage
in such an activity without the necessary authorisation as required by s 22(1) of
that Act.21

58. It is evident from the analysis just undertaken that the repeal of R. 1182 was
conditional on the Schedule contained in R. 387 coming into law so that a failure
to obtain authorisation for an activity listed in it would, by reason of the provisions
of ss 24(1) and (2) (read with s 24D) and 24F (1) of NEMA, constitute an offence,
originally under s 24F (2) and now under s 49A.

The commission of that offence is no different to the same failure, to have
obtained authorisation under s 22(1) of ECA for an activity promulgated under
R. 1182, amounting to an offence under s 29(4) of ECA.

19

R1182 of 5 September 1997 declared that as from 2 March 1998 the construction or upgrading of
transportation routes and structures and manufacturing, storage, handling or processing facilities for any
substance which is dangerous or hazardous and is controlled by National Legislation as an activity which may
have a substantial detrimental effect on the environment.
20
See the Petroleum Products Act, 120 of 1977, the Hazardous Substances Act, 15 of 1973 and Government
Notice R1382 published in Government Gazette 15907 of 12 August 1994 in terms of the aforesaid Act read
with the South African Bureau of Standards' Code of Practice 0228: The identification and classification of
dangerous substances and goods
21
R1182 of 5 September 1997 declared that as from 2 March 1998 the construction or upgrading of, inter alia,
structures and storage facilities for any substance which is dangerous or hazardous and is controlled by
National Legislation would be an activity which may have a substantial detrimental effect on the environment.
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For as long as a contravention of s 22(1) of ECA was an offence under s 29(4) it
constituted one of the listed offences for purposes of Schedule 3 of NEMA. As
demonstrated earlier, since the time when s 22(1) of ECA was removed from
s 29(4) of ECA the same offence (at least in relation to a failure to obtain
environmental authorisation for the construction of, or increasing storage facilities
at, a petrol station) is now one under s 49A(1) of NEMA. Once again it bears
repeating that s 49A (1) of NEMA is a listed offence for purposes of Schedule 3 of
NEMA.

Throughout the entire period Section 34(3) of NEMA has provided for a court held
enquiry into damages, compensation, a fine or remedial orders in respect of
offences listed in Schedule 3.

59. The formula adopted by the legislature is therefore evident. It has been to make
the repeal of one piece of legislation under ECA dependent on the introduction of
a comparable piece of legislation into NEMA, where applicable; which is precisely
what the condition contained in s 50(2) of NEMA requires.

Accordingly until R. 386 and R. 387 came into force R. 1182 remained law under
the statutory authority of s 50(2) of NEMA (with which the wording of R. 615 fully
accords).

60. The outstanding questions when determining whether Uzani is entitled to call for
a s 34(3) enquiry under NEMA by reason of BP’s conviction of s 22(1) offences
are .therefore; whether R. 387 came into effect and if so is it still in force.

From R. 387 of 21 April 2006 to date

61. In its terms, R. 387 did not commence when promulgated. It provided that:

This Notice comes into effect on the date of commencement of the
Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2006, made under section
24(5) of the Act and published in Government Notice No. R. 385 of 2006.”
(emphasis added)
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R. 385 of 2006, also of 21 April 2006, is headed Regulations in terms of Chapter
5 of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998. In later legislation it is
identified as the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2006.

Its purpose was to regulate procedures and criteria as contemplated in Chapter 5
of NEMA for the submission, processing, consideration and decision of
applications for environmental authorisation of activities and for matters
pertaining to it.

62. Reg 87 of these Regulations however also stated that its provisions would only
“take effect on a date determined by the Minister by notice in the Government
Gazette.”

63. R. 386 simply adds additional activities to those listed in the R. 387 Schedule and
provides that it will come into effect when R. 385 does.

Accordingly it is only necessary to follow the fate of R. 385 in order to determine
when R. 1182 was repealed and R. 387 (and R. 386) commenced. .

64. It will be observed that despite having scrutinised five regulation Gazettes
(R1182, R615 and R 385 to R. 387) one is none the closer to determining when
the activities listed pursuant to ss 24(2)(a) and Gazetted under s 24D of NEMA
came into effect, if at all.

One has to find R. 612 and R. 614 both of 23 June 2006 as the final pieces in the
proverbial puzzle to determine this and also ascertain whether all the activities
listed in the R. 387 Schedule will come into effect, or whether any relevant ones
will be delayed still further.
65. R. 612 provides that R385, now referred to as the “Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations, 2006”, would take effect from 3 July 2006.

26

R. 614 is far more convoluted but in simple terms provides that, save for items 7
and 8 (which are not applicable to this case), the R. 387 Schedule will also come
into effect on 3 July 2006.
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66. R385 was itself replaced by GN R. 543 to GN R. 546 in Government Gazette No.
33306 of 18 June 2010.

67. The purpose of R543 was to regulate the procedure and criteria as contemplated
in Chapter 5 of NEMA “relating to the submission, processing and consideration
of, and decision on, applications for environmental authorisations and the like in
respect of any activity identified in any notice published by the Minister or MEC in
terms of section 24D (1) (a) of NEMA as a listed activity or specified activity.”

It therefore did not alter the list of activities set out in the R. 387 Schedule, only
the procedures and criteria to be applied. These procedures still required an
environment impact assessment report and the issue of an environmental
authorisation (Chapter 3 of R. 543).

68. R544 of the same date identified the activities that would require environmental
authorisations prior to the commencement of that activity and listed the
competent authorities in terms of ss 24(2) and 24D of NEMA.

Although R. 544 provided a replacement Schedule of activities it was only in
respect of those that had been listed in R 386 and not R. 387. R 546 added
further activities to the Schedule.
22

R. 614 reads:
The Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism has in terms of sections 24 and 24D of the National
Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998), amended Government Notice No. R. 387
of 21 April 2006 by the substitution for the second paragraph of the following paragraphs:
"This Notice, except items 7 and 8 thereof, comes into effect on the date of commencement
of the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2006, made under section 24(5) of the
Act and published in Government Notice No. R. 385 of 21 April 2006.
Items 7 and 8 shall come into effect on a date to be published in a separate notice.
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Accordingly Item 3 of R 387 which dealt with the construction of petrol stations
remained in place.

69. The effect of the current set of Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations
dated 4 December 2014 being R. 982 to R. 985 of 4 December 2014 (as
amended on 7 April 2017 by Gvt Notices 324 to 327) has been to replace R. 543
(save for Chapters 5 and 7) and R.544 to 546.

This meant that the regulations under ss 26 and 28 of ECA remained as did
R. 387 of 2006 in respect of NEMA.

Although R. 982 of 2014 repealed R. 543 of 2010 the replacement provisions still
required, in Chapter 4, an environment impact report and the issue of an
environmental authorisation. 23

70. Of relevance to the present enquiry is that the R. 387 Schedule which identifies
the construction of petrol stations as an activity requiring authorisation therefore
remains.

71. The overall effect, as I understand it, is that:
a. Since 3 July 2006, R. 387 set out the list of activities and competent
authorities identified in ss 24 and 24D of NEMA;

b. The activity listed in item 3 of the R. 387 Schedule is effectively the same
one identified in R1182 in respect of which BP was found guilty of
contravening in terms of s 22(1) read with s 29(4) of ECA.
72. While the legislative intent has been consistent through the entire period, the final
piece of legislation to bring a failure to obtain authorisation for a R. 387 activity

23

R. 982 to R. 985 came into effect on 8 December 2014. There was a constitutional challenge to the 2014
regulations which resulted in R982 being set aside. The appeal against this decision was upheld in Minister for
Environmental Affairs and Another v Aquarius Platinum (SA) (Pty) Ltd and Others 2016 (5) BCLR 673 (CC)
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into Schedule 3 (via ss 24(1) and 24F) was when s 49A replaced s 24F(2) of
NEMA. This was by way of s 25 of Act 30 of 2013 with effect from 18 December
2013.

73. I have attempted to create a comparative table to demonstrate how the relevant
provisions of ECA and the regulation which identified a petrol station as an
activity subject to environmental authorisation came to be relocated in NEMA and
its comparable regulation. It is attached as an appendix at the end of the
judgment.

Uzani’s submissions

74. Uzani’s submission is based on its contention that R. 615 of 2006 only repealed
R. 1182 of 1997 and not the enabling sections of ECA (i.e. ss 21 and 22) which
still remain effective. It argues that the retention of these provisions of ECA
demonstrate an intention not to remove the offence in question but requires these
sections to be read in context when considering the reference to s 24F(1) in
s 49A(1)(a) of NEMA. Since s 29(4) of ECA was removed from Schedule 3 of
NEMA the application of s 34(3) to a contravention of s22 (1) of ECA was
repealed. This it is submitted has triggered the application of s 12(2) (d) of the
Interpretation Act 33 of 1957 with the result that s 34(3) of NEMA remains
applicable to contraventions of s 22(1) of that Act despite the removal from
Schedule 3 of the reference to s 29(4) of ECA.

Section 12(2) (d) provides that:

S 12(2) Where a law repeals any other law, then unless the contrary
intention appears, the repeal shall not (a)

…

(d) affect any penalty, forfeiture or punishment incurred in respect
of any offence committed against any law so repealed;
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75. In my view s 12(2) (d) operates where there has been a repeal of legislation. It
does not cover the situation where there is a re-enactment. That situation is
governed by s 12(1), which I will consider later.

76. A further difficulty which faces Uzani if s 12(2) (d) of the Interpretation Act
applies, is that the removal of s 22(1) of ECA from Schedule 3 by the removal of
its reference in s 29(4) of ECA would ameliorate the consequences to BP of its
transgression.
77. Adv Pretorius sought to answer that by relying on Mazibuko.
Mazibuko was one of the first cases to grapple with the difficulties inherent in
approaching the issue either from an interpretational perspective or from the
division between substantive and adjectival law.
78. Uzani’s position is that, even if prior to conviction there has been a legislative
change to the consequences of a transgression, the court will nonetheless apply
the law as it was at the time the offence was committed.

Although the relevant passage in Mazibuko commenced with a broad statement
supportive of that position, it recognised that where there has been a reduction in
the penalty other considerations may apply: See at p357C where the Appellate
Division said:
“… soos blyk uit Brunneman se opmerking, ter beklemtoning van die
onderliggende beginsel dat waar 'n verskil in straf verband hou met die
onderskeie tye waarop die misdaad gepleeg en bereg C word, die
tydstip van die misdaad die deurslag moet gee. (Vgl. ook Nieuw
Nederlands Advysboek bl. 255 para. 25 i.f.). Dit skyn in ons reg veral
die geval by 'n strafverhoging te wees. By 'n strafvermindering word
ander oorwegings erken wat tot 'n ander gevolgtrekking kan lei.

24

(emphasis added)
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It may well be that the court was influenced by the submission made in the appellants heads of argument
drawn by Adv J Unterhalter that: “Notwithstanding the fact that the amendment occurs in a statute concerned
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The subsequent passage in Mazibuko upon which Uzani relies dealt with the
case of an increase in sentence and therefore falls outside the caveat expressly
mentioned in the underlined portion of the passage just cited. 25
Moreover the other case relied on by Uzani, that of Prokereur-Generaal NoordKaap, was in fact authority for the proposition that a court can take into account
legislation enacted after the offence which reduces the maximum sentence that
can be imposed- even if the amendment is enacted after sentencing but while an
appeal is pending.
79. However the question of whether it was appropriate at all to resolve the issue by
reference to interpretational rules or by reference to whether the legislation dealt
with substantive or procedural law came firmly into the focus in R v Sillas

1959

(4) SA p305. It will be recalled that the basic principle was that unless a statute
clearly states otherwise a legislative change to substantive law is prospective
only, whereas procedural law (also referred to as adjectival law) is of
retrospective effect26. This division created difficulties because conceptually
punishment was regarded as part of adjectival law. Sillas appears to be one of
the first cases to have attempted overcoming this obstacle.

80. In Sillas Schreiner JA felt compelled to consider whether Mazibuko was the
prevailing law because of an earlier conflicting decision of that court in Rex v
Banksbaird, 1952 (4) SA 512 (AD) which had been overlooked
Schreiner JA commenced the enquiry with the observation at 309H that:
“The starting point of any discussion on the present question must be
what may be called the presumption that a statute operates only on
transactions that take place after its enactment. I shall call this the

with procedure, the Courts may construe it as an enactment of substantive law where it incurs great
disabilities; see R v Margolis and Others, 1936 OPD at p. 145; R v Gerber, 1928 E.D.L. at pp. 201 – 2”.
25
Mazibuko appeared to accept that sentencing provisions were matters of procedural law and therefore were
of retrospective effect but because, at least in respect of one line of reasoning, even if an amendment is found
in a statute dealing with procedural law, it will not apply retrospectively where it arises from a change to the
substantive law which has prejudicial consequences to the punishment of an accused.
26
Curtis v Johannesburg Municipality, 1906 T.S 311 at 318. See also Peterson v Cuthbert & Co Ltd 1945 AD 420
at 430
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presumption against retrospectivity, without examining the difference
between true retrospectivity and retrospectivity in the form of
interference with existing rights. The presumption against
retrospectivity may be said to rest further on the presumption that the
Legislature must be taken not to have intended anything unjust.”
(emphasis added)

This passage was cited with approval in Chagi and others v Special
Investigating Unit 2009 (2) SA 1 (CC) per Yacoob J at para 31 in support of
the finding, in regard to s 12(2) of the Interpretation Act, that: “The purpose of
the provision is to control the consequences of the repeal of a law so as to
ensure that the dislocation and unfairness that might follow upon the repeal
would, if not altogether avoided, be kept to an absolute minimum”.

At 310A-B of Sillas the court added:
“As applied to the criminal law it is clear that where a new offence is
created by a statute it is only through express language or clear
implication that the provision will be held to have penalised what was
done before its enactment.

In the case of a change in the penalty it might be thought that, having
regard to the basic presumption, the same principle would apply where
the change takes the form of an increase in the penalty. But it was
possible to distinguish the new offence situation on the ground that if
there is already an offence the accused is not dealt with unjustly if the
Legislature increases the penalty after he has committed the offence
and the increased penalty is held to apply to him. And apart from this
reason it was thought possible to apply the principle that 'procedural'
provisions will commonly or generally be given a retrospective
operation, and it could be said that the size of a penalty was really a
procedural matter.”
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81. The court in Sillas concluded that the issue was rather to be determined by
applying the principles of retrospectivity and said at 311E-H:
“The ratio decidendi of the judgment is accordingly not simply that the
crime logically and necessarily carries its fixed penalty when it is
committed but that, where the penalty is increased the accused
is entitled to be treated on the basis of the penalty existing at the date
of the offence. The whole of the ratio decidendi was that a penalty
cannot without express words or clear implication, be increased against
a wrongdoer after the commission of the offence.
I have consulted the authorities mentioned in the judgment
in Mazibuko's case and those referred to in Voet 1.3.17. They do not in
general deal with the reduction of a penalty. The language of Voet,
however, in the passage cited shows that, in saying (Gane's translation
I, p. 47):
'If a penalty has to be imposed for wrongdoing committed
before a new law which perhaps sharpens the penalties, then
it must be inflicted according to the terms of the old and not of
the succeeding new law.',
he had in mind primarily the case, which is unfortunately the
commonest, of an increased penalty. There appears at least to be no
authority supporting the view that past offences are presumed to be
excluded from the operation of a new law which reduces the penalty.”

82. It is therefore evident that even prior to our constitutional dispensation the issue
was to be resolved on the basis of retrospectivity which itself was to be treated as
a manifestation of the ultimate consideration that there is a “presumption that the
Legislature must be taken not to have intended anything unjust” unless it clearly
intended otherwise.27

83. Although there may have been other cases which dealt with the issue differently,
as Adv Roux correctly points out s 35(3) (n) of the Constitution entitles an
offender to the benefit of ameliorating legislation dealing with punishment which
was enacted subsequent to the commission of the offence. It reads:
27

Sillas at 309H; National Director of Public Prosecutions v Carolus and others 2000 (1) SA 1127 (SCA) at
1137J-1138B and Oudebaaskraal (Edms) Bpk en andere v Jansen van Vuuren en andere 2001 (2) SA 806 (SCA)
at 811G
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“Every accused person has a right to a fair trial, which includes the right—
(a) …
…
(n) to the benefit of the least severe of the prescribed punishments if
the prescribed punishment for the offence has been changed
between the time that the offence was committed and the time of
sentencing;
84. Although the provision itself refers to punishment the accepted purposive
approach to interpreting the Bill of Rights means that the subsections of 35(3)
are illustrative of the broader fair trial right afforded by s 35 (3). This was the
outcome in Veldman v Director of Public Prosecutions: (Witwatersrand Local
Division) 2007 (9) BCLR 929 (CC) where the Constitutional Court found that,
while the term “prescribed punishment” in the subsection was limited within the
context of the sub-section, the broader fair trial right expressed in the opening
words of s35 (3) itself resulted in an amendment to legislation effected after the
accused committed the crime (and which provided for a harsher punishment)
being inapplicable.
85. In a minority concurring judgement Ngcobo J (at the time) was able to transfer
the presumption identified in Sillas that the legislature does not intend unjust
consequences to the solid foundation of our Constitution. At paras 75 to 77 the
learned justice said:

[75]

The right to a fair trial guaranteed by section 35(3) is broader

than the list of the rights set out in paragraphs (a)–(o). “It embraces a
concept of substantive fairness.” Section 35(3) requires that criminal
trials be conducted in accordance with “the notions of basic fairness
and justice.” The list of rights set out in paragraphs (a)–(o) in section
35(3) provides a guide as to what is considered to be offensive to the
“notions of basic fairness and justice”. In relation to a prescribed
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minimum sentence, section 35(3) (n) provides that an accused person
is entitled “to the benefit of the least severe of the prescribed
punishments if the prescribed punishment for the offence has been
changed between the time that the offence was committed and the
time of sentencing”.
[76]

What section 35(3) (n) conveys is that it is offensive to a right to

a fair trial to subject an accused person to a more severe punishment
that was not in operation at the time when the accused committed the
offence. Thus where the prescribed minimum sentence has changed
between the date of the commission of the offence and the date of the
coming into operation of the new prescribed punishment, basic fairness
and justice require that the accused be sentenced in accordance with
the less severe of the two punishments.

[77]

It seems to me that it must be equally offensive to the “notions of

basic fairness and justice” to subject an accused person to a more
severe sentence which was not in force at the time when the accused
pleaded to a criminal charge. To construe section 92(1) (a) as applying
to criminal trials that commenced before it came into operation, does
not, in my view, “promote the spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of
Rights”. It follows therefore that the provisions of section 92(1) (a) must
be construed as applying to criminal trials which commenced after
section 92(1) (a) came into operation.

86. I believe it is competent to extrapolate from Veldman and Chagi that where the
consequences of a conviction may result in graver consequences to the offender,
whether it be in the form of the punishment or otherwise then he or she is entitled
to be treated as if the amendment had not occurred; and if the amendment
ameliorated the consequences then the offender is entitled to the benefit brought
about by the change.
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BP’s submissions

87. It will be recalled that BP’s argument rests on the contention that s 22(1) of ECA,
being the offence in respect of which it was convicted, was removed by way of
Act 14 of 2009 in September 2009 from those to which Schedule 3 of NEMA
applied and therefore ceased to be an offence in respect of which a s 34(3)
enquiry could be held.

It is this contention which lies at the foundation of its reliance on the principle that
where a sentence or penalty is reduced between the time the offence was
committed and the imposition of the sentence the offender is entitled to the most
lenient outcome.

88. In developing the argument Adv Roux submitted that s 29(4) already imposed a
penalty and that s 34(3) of NEMA should be seen as an additional punishment
(even if in a number of circumstances it may not be).
89. There are two difficulties with BP’s approach to the issue. One is the underlying
factual base and the other interpretational.
90. BP’s argument is premised on the contention that the legislature considered that
constructing or upgrading a petrol station which required the underground
storage of petrol and diesel was no longer an activity which may be detrimental to
environment and therefore no longer required regulating through the process of
authorisation pursuant to a successful environmental assessment.

91. The submission flies in the face of the clear recognition in s 24 of the Constitution
(which deals with the individual’s rights to the protection of the environment), and
what is now a formidable body of environmental law enacted under it, of the need
to protect the environment in a sustainable manner and to impose harsh
measures for the transgression of legislation designed to regulate potentially
environmentally harmful activities either generally or by reference to area. It also
fails to account for the fact that regulations promulgated under s 24D of NEMA
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still identify the construction generally of storage facilities for petroleum products
in underground containers with a combined capacity of only 80 cubic metres as a
listed activity under s 24(2)(a) which requires environmental authorisation prior to
commencement28.
Furthermore BP did not suggest that there was a lacuna in the legislation. Nor
could it.
92. Suffice it at this stage that I do not accept the other contention advanced in
support of the proposition that Parliament was satisfied that the punishment for
contravening s 22(1) of ECA as set out in s 29(4) was adequate for this type of
transgression. The scheme of ECA is both to punish for a failure to comply with
the law and to ensure that any harm that may have been done either to others or
to the environment can be finalised, in appropriate circumstances within the
courts discretion, in the course of the criminal proceedings without the need for
separate and potentially costly litigation. I will return to this.

93. The analysis undertaken earlier in respect of both statute and subordinate law
demonstrates that the legislature attempted, as best it could, to transpose over
time into NEMA and its regulations certain of the activities identified in ECA as
requiring authorisation under pain of penalties and the consequences of
remedies available under s 34(3) (a) of NEMA while other activities were hived off
to other sector specific pieces of legislation, such as the NEM: Waste Act.

This was achieved, in relation to filling stations such as BPs by transferring the
identification of the activity of construction and material upgrading from R.1182 of
1997 under ECA to R. 387 of 2006 under NEMA and, via other provisions of the
respective Acts which I have dealt with, rendering a failure to obtain
environmental authorisation (prior to undertaking that activity as required) an
offence subject to a Schedule 3 of NEMA enquiry by reason of s34 (3) of that Act;

a. While R.1182 was still in force, by reason of s 22(1) and s 29(4) of ECA;
28

See items 14 and 51 of Appendix 1 to R. 983 of 4 December 2014 which came into effect on 8 December in
terms of reg. 4 of those Regulations.
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b. Since R387 came into effect by reason of s 24(2) (a), s 24F (1) and initially
s 24F (2) of NEMA until it was replaced by S 49A (1) (a) of that Act.

94. Accordingly BP’s substantive argument also fails because s 22(1) of ECA was
not simply repealed as envisaged by s 12(2) (d) of the Interpretation Act. It
metamorphasized together with its underlying regulation (at least in relation to
filling stations) by way of re-enactment into NEMA and its regulations. A fortiori
the question of leniency does not arise since there is no change in the incidence
of the application of a s 34(3) enquiry, albeit that the scope of the enquiry was
extended to include remedial orders 29. Nor would an argument that there are
some changes to the various provisions of the respective Acts and regulations be
of concern. I will deal with this in the following section.

Conclusion

95. Both parties reliance on s 12(2) (d) of the Interpretation Act appears to be
incorrect as they proceed from the position that there has been a repeal of
legislation. Factually there has been a transfer of legislation by way of repeal and
re-enactment. In such a case logic would dictate that if nothing in substance
changed then there was no intention to alter the law, only to modify or
consolidate it; nor can there be any adverse consequence which would trigger a
concern about retrospectivity or unfairness either under interpretational
guidelines or Constitutional values.

96. The transfer of the contentious legislation (both statutory and subordinate), from
ECA to NEMA by way of repeal and re-enactment, properly falls within the
provisions of s 12(1) of the Interpretation Act, not s 12(2). To the extent that there

29

The only occasion where s 12(2)(d) of the Interpretation Act comes into contention is in relation to the
penalty that may be imposed under s 29(4) itself- since after the offence was committed the maximum penalty
was increased by way of Act 14 of 2009 with effect from 18 September 2009 from R100 000 and its multiples
to R5 million or R10 million for subsequent offences (and its multiples)
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may be a hiatus in the timing of when legislation came into effect, then s 11 of
that Act also comes into play.

97. Section 12(1) provides:

Where a law repeals and re-enacts with or without modifications, any
provision of a former law, references in any other law to the provision
so repealed shall, unless the contrary intention appears, be construed
as references to the provision so re-enacted.
Section 2 of this Act defines a “law” to include proclamations. 30

98. It is settled law that the word “modifications” means that despite some differences
“the essential nature or character' of the repealed provisions has not changed.
See Berman Brothers (Pty) Ltd v Sodastream Ltd and Another 1986 (3) SA 209
(A) at 239J - 240D and Community Development Board v Mahomed and others
NNO 1987 (2) SA 899 (A) at 916G – 917A.

99. I believe it was demonstrated earlier that the essence of the provisions relating to
the activity of constructing or upgrading a petrol station has not changed between
the relevant sections under ECA and R. 1182 on the one hand and NEMA and
R.387 on the other.
Any hiatus between the repeal of any of the laws under ECA and the coming into
effect of its replacement under NEMA is covered by s11 of the Interpretation Act.
It is headed “Repeal and substitution” and reads:
When a law repeals wholly or partially any former law and substitutes
provisions for the law so repealed, the repealed law shall remain in
force until the substituted provisions come into operation.

30

In terms of s 2 a “law” means “any law, proclamation, ordinance, Act of Parliament or other enactment
having the force of law”
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100.

In the result; to the extent that there may be some differences between the

ECA and NEMA legislation under consideration they are generally matters of
language not of substance and do not amount to a modification that would render
s 11 inapplicable.

The conclusion reached would, with respect, be in accordance with the decision
in Minister of Water and Environmental Affairs and another v Really Useful
Investments 219 (Pty) Ltd and another 2017 (1) SA 505 (SCA) at paras 29 and
30 where Navsa JA dealt with the purpose of NEMA and its impact on ECA in the
following terms:

“[29] NEMA was enacted after the advent of our new constitutional
order. It is legislation envisaged in s 24 of the Constitution. It almost
completely replaced ECA. Only certain provisions of ECA remain,
including ss 21, 22 and 23. Significantly, ss 31A, 34 and 37 also
continue in existence.
[30] NEMA was enacted to provide for co-operative environmental
governance by establishing principles for decision-making on matters
affecting the environment, institutions that will promote cooperative
governance and procedures for co-ordinating environmental functions
exercised by organs of state and to provide for certain aspects of the
administration and enforcement of other environmental management
laws.”

101.

Even if the conclusion reached that all the pieces of legislation necessary to

effect the re-enactment of the relevant provisions of ECA into NEMA for the
purposes of this case are in place is incorrect, then the fact that not all of the
necessary legislation has come into effect is not of concern when considering the
intention of the legislature. That intention is gathered from the express wording of
s 50(2) its subsequent application and effective repetition in R. 615 of 2006
(which is the trigger regulation).
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Unless expressly repealed s 50(2) of NEMA remains the expression of the
legislative intent, even if some of the legislation has not come into effect. If this
was not so, much of current legislation which awaits the finalisation of regulations
would have to be treated differently, yet Minister for Environmental Affairs and
another v Aquarius Platinum (SA) (Pty) Ltd and others 2016 (5) BCLR 673 (CC)
tells us that this is not so. If regard is had to paras 11 and 12 of Aquarius one
can, with respect, derive the conclusion that legislation and the regulations
necessary to control its application and enforceability are intended to be
implemented expeditiously in order to give effect to the intention of the
legislature. Consequently a failure to do so cannot, without more, result in a
change of intent.
In any event s 11 of the Interpretation Act assists if any part of the re-enacting
legislation has not yet come into force.

102.

In the result, based on the repealing and re-enacting legislation which I have

found to apply, there is no effective amelioration of the legislation through repeal
or amendment nor is there a harsher consequence (subject possibly to the
introduction of remedial orders under s 34(3) of NEMA which is not of concern at
this stage). In the result, s 12(1) of the Interpretation Act applies.
103.

I accordingly find that the relevant provisions under ECA and its regulations

(s 22 (1) read mainly with s 21(1), s21(2), 22(2) and R. 1182 of 1997) were reenacted under NEMA (s 24F(1) read chiefly with s 24(1), s24(2)(a) and R. 387 of
2006).
I also find that the offence created by 29(4) of ECA for a contravention of s 22(1)
of that Act was initially replaced by s 24F(2) of NEMA and since by s 49A of
NEMA- which to complete the equation makes a contravention of s 24(F) (1) of
NEMA an offence.
As a result of these legislative re-enactments between ECA and NEMA a s 34(3)
enquiry still applies in respect of a past contravention of s 22(1) of ECA.
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104.

The provisions of NEMA were also amended by Act 14 of 2009 with effect

from 18 September 2009.
Prior to the amendment s 34(3) of NEMA read:

Whenever any person is convicted of an offence under any provision
listed in Schedule 3 the court convicting such person may summarily
enquire into and assess the monetary value of any advantage gained
or likely to be gained by such person in consequence of that offence,
and, in addition to any other punishment imposed in respect of that
offence, the court may order the award of damages or compensation or
a fine equal to the amount so assessed.

Since the amendment it provides:
Whenever any person is convicted of an offence under any provision
listed in Schedule 3 the court convicting such person may summarily
enquire into and assess the monetary value of any advantage gained
or likely to be gained by such person in consequence of that offence,
and, in addition to any other punishment imposed in respect of that
offence, the court may order—
(a) the award of damages or compensation or a fine equal to the
amount so assessed; or

(b) that such remedial measures as the court may determine must be
undertaken by the convicted person.

105.

The distinction between s 34(3) pre- and post- the September 2009

amendment is that instead of awarding damages or compensation for past
infractions a court can, instead, require that the person convicted takes sufficient
remedial measures (by which I understand to include rehabilitative steps) to
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restore the situation to the status quo preceding the degradation and ensure that
it is not repeated
.
106.

In the present case the holding of an enquiry in order to determine damages

or compensation or require remedial action to be taken by the offender arises by
reason of the provisions of s 34 (3) of NEMA. These provisions are in addition to
any penalty provided for under s29 (4) of ECA pursuant to a contravention of
s 22(1) of that Act.

WHETHER AN ENQUIRY SHOULD BE HELD

107.

Both parties were unable to find direct authority with regard to the

application of s 34(3) of NEMA.

Uzani’s argument

108.

In its first set of heads Uzani contended that s 34(3) was part of the

preventative or deterrent aspect of sentencing since in the case of juristic
persons they would only be exposed to the risk of a fine, not imprisonment, and
without being obliged to disgorge the profits made from the unlawful activity, a
fine would simply be regarded as a financial risk worth taking.

At that stage Uzani therefore treated the s 34(3) enquiry as part of the sentencing
process and considered the test to be applied as one involving the triad of factors
associated with sentencing; namely the nature of the crime, the interests of
society and the interests of the offender (although this was largely ignored).

In its supplementary heads of argument Uzani’s changed tack and submitted that
s 34(3) was not penal but was similar to Chapter 5 of the Prevention of Organised
Crime Act 121 of 1998 (“POCA”) .
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109.

After hearing argument I requested the parties to provide any domestic or

international authority on s 34(3) of NEMA or any other comparable legislation;
with particular reference to its purpose, the meaning to be attributed to the term
“any advantage gained” and how it is to be calculated, the relationship between
the statutory penalty provided for in s 29(4) of ECA, whether victims would be
denied the right to claim damages on the basis of double jeopardy and the role of
causation.
110.

Uzani provided a paper covering most of these issues. BP objected to it on

the grounds that it contained argument and commentary rather than simply
providing cases and text book authority. The issue was resolved on the basis that
I could have regard to the cases and international articles but not to the
prosecution’s commentary.
111.

It is evident from the contents of the cases and articles relied on that Uzani

has shifted its position substantially and now contends that a clear distinction
exists between the s 29(4) penal provisions of ECA and the awards provided for
under s 34(3) of NEMA. It relies for its argument on cases decided under POCA.
112.

In the result Uzani now contends that whereas s 29(4) of ECA is penal s 34(3)

of NEMA is not. It submits that the provision follows contemporary trends in
criminology; which in addition to ordinary penalties provides for forfeiture or
confiscation orders aimed at depriving the offender of the benefits of the unlawful
acts or omissions for which he or she was convicted by placing that person in the
position status ante quo as if the crime had not been committed.

BP’s argument
113.

While accepting that s 34 (3) gives the court the power to hold an enquiry

where a Schedule 3 offence has been committed, BP contends that the court
should exercise its discretion not to do so and relies on a number of grounds
which are based effectively on two complimenting submissions.

The first is that s 34(3) is part of the sentencing procedure and the other is that
the purpose of the procedure is to determine whether or not there has been
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degradation of the environment as a result of the contravention, and if so to
punish the offender by way of an “additional fine” by ordering that remedial steps
be taken either by way of payment or by rehabilitating the affected environment.

114.

It therefore contends that the primary purpose of a s 34(3) enquiry is to

determine if environmental degradation or damage has been caused. The court
must therefore find that there has been environmental degradation caused during
the period when the unauthorised activity constituting the offence occurred before
it will summarily enquire into whether a fine under s 29(4) of ECA is insufficient.
Only if a s 29(4) fine is inadequate can the court impose the so called additional
punishment, but then only to cover the actual damage caused to the environment
and not for the purpose of sentencing in general.
115.

According to BP the court’s role is therefore limited to enquiring whether,

aside from the activity being unlawful for which penalties are prescribed under
s 29(4) of ECA, the offender’s actions caused environmental damage which it
must redress by the payment of a fine.
BP concludes that the reference to damages, compensation and remedial
measures in s 34(3) indicates that the legislature intended the offender to be
punished by paying a fine for causing physical damage to the environment by
reason if its unlawful conduct, this fine being in addition to the penalties imposed
by s 29(4) of ECA, but nonetheless falling within the nature of a penal provision.

Analysis of s 34(3)

116.

The underlying premise to each argument is attractive. In the case of Uzani it

is that the provision is not penal but restorative. In the case of BP, although
possibly not framed as such, it is that there must exist a causal connection
between the award, fine or remedial order and harm caused, although it confines
the harm to the environment alone.

I will deal later with the reasons to support the approach that s 34(3) is not penal
but restorative and that there must be a causal link (which I use loosely to cover
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both causation and remoteness) between the consequences of the failure to
obtain authorisation and the purpose of environmental legislation that seeks to
regulate potentially environmental sensitive activities.

However I first propose to consider the difficulties presented by the arguments
advanced by the respective counsel.
117.

I do not believe that one can find fault with Uzani ‘s reliance for the purposes

of interpreting s 34(3) on Falk and Another v National Director of Public
Prosecutions 2012 (1) SACR 265 (CC) (2011 (11) BCLR 1134) which, in respect
of s 18 of POCA states, at para 39 , that its purpose is:
“… not punitive, but to ensure that no person benefits from his or her
wrongdoing. Its secondary purpose is to promote general crime deterrence
and prevention by depriving people of “ill-gotten gains”.

118.

Uzani also relies on the following passages of National Director of Public

Prosecutions v Mohamed NO and others (Law Review Project as Amicus Curiae)
2007 (4) SA 222 (CC) (2007 (6) BCLR 575 (CC)) to explain the rationale for
distinguishing conventional criminal penalties from a confiscatory order. At paras
15 and 16 the court, referring to the earlier case of Mohamed NO and others v
National Director of Public Prosecutions 2002 (4) 843 (CC) said:

“[15]

It is common cause that conventional criminal penalties are inadequate

as measures of deterrence when organised crime leaders are able to retain
the considerable gains derived from organised crime, even on those
occasions when they are brought to justice. The above problems make a
severe impact on the young South African democracy, where resources
are strained to meet urgent and extensive human needs. Various international
instruments deal with the problem of international crime in this regard
and it is now widely accepted in the international community that
criminals should be stripped of the proceeds of their crimes, the purpose
being to remove the incentive for crime, not to punish them. This approach
has similarly been adopted by our legislature.
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“[16]

The present Act (and particularly Chapters 5 and 6 thereof) represents

the culmination of a protracted process of law reform which has sought to give
effect to South Africa’s international obligation and domestic interest to ensure
that criminals do not benefit from their crimes.”

119.

BP argues that POCA is a very different piece of legislation. It points out that

there is a clear statement contained in the preamble to that Act identifying the
aim as one of ensuring that an offender should not benefit from the fruits of crime
whereas NEMA does not state that.

In advancing the argument, Adv Roux refers to the heading of Chapter 7, under
which s 34(3) falls. It identifies the subject matter to be concerned with
“Compliance, enforcement and protection”. He also points out that s 28(1) of
NEMA, which is the first provision in Chapter 7, refers to a “Duty of care and the
remediation of environmental damage”. He submits that the duty of care is one
owed to the environment and not to an individual, from which the conclusion is
sought to be drawn that s 34(3) is not intended to compensate individuals for any
harm or loss that might have arisen from environmental damage caused by an
activity which had been undertaken without the necessary prior authorisation.
120.

It must be accepted that s 18 of POCA provides for the confiscation of illicit

gains whereas s 34(3) deals inter alia with the award of damages or
compensation, a fine or the ordering of remedial action as a consequence of the
offence. Nonetheless to focus on this point of distinction would ignore the
objective which both pieces of legislation share.

121.

Aside from a s 18 confiscatory order POCA also imposes very heavy penal

provisions. Section 3 which is concerned with organised crime provides for a fine
of up to R1 000 million, or to life imprisonment. Section 8 which deals with
unlawful activities as defined imposes a fine not exceeding R100 million, or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding 30 years while the penalty for gang
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related activities under s 10 is the imposition of a fine not exceeding R100 million,
or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 30 years.
122.

A further indication that the purpose of s 34(3) is not penal but restorative, by

utilising the criminal trial rather than requiring the institution of distinct civil claims
in appropriate circumstances, is that the section itself is headed “Criminal
Proceedings”. The proceedings are post-conviction but not identified as part of
the sentencing process. It is a separate enquiry falling between the two, although
it is likely that the one may influence the outcome of the other.
123.

Moreover both s 18 of POCA and s 34(3) of NEMA allow for the disgorgement

of the monetary value actually gained (and in the case of NEMA also likely to be
gained) as a consequence of the offences in question. In this regard the
argument advanced by BP that the object of s 34 (3) was to deal with the
rehabilitation of the environment is incorrect. It fails to take into account that prior
to its amendment by Act 14 of 2009 (effective from 18 September 2009) s 34(3)
did not provide for a remedial order. Although s 34(3) in its present form has been
set out earlier it may be convenient to repeat it for purposes of comparison with
its predecessor.

Prior to its amendment s 34(3) of NEMA read:

Whenever any person is convicted of an offence under any provision
listed in Schedule 3 the court convicting such person may summarily
enquire into and assess the monetary value of any advantage gained
or likely to be gained by such person in consequence of that offence,
and, in addition to any other punishment imposed in respect of that
offence, the court may order the award of damages or compensation or
a fine equal to the amount so assessed.

Since the amendment it provides:
Whenever any person is convicted of an offence under any provision
listed in Schedule 3 the court convicting such person may summarily
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enquire into and assess the monetary value of any advantage gained
or likely to be gained by such person in consequence of that offence,
and, in addition to any other punishment imposed in respect of that
offence, the court may order—
(c) the award of damages or compensation or a fine equal to the
amount so assessed; or

(d) that such remedial measures as the court may determine must be
undertaken by the convicted person.
124.

The clear focus of s 34(3) since its inception has been the disgorgement of

benefits obtained by the offender during the period in which it conducted its
activities without lawful authorisation at the expense of either those who, as a
consequence, sustained damage or incurred losses for which they should be
compensated or that a fine should be imposed. The original wording of s 34 (3)
also makes it evident that the sum total of all these amounts whether in the form
of an award or a fine cannot exceed the monetary value of the advantage gained
or likely to be gained as a consequence of the contravention.

In my view the provision is clear and did not have to expressly state that its
purpose is to require a disgorgement of profits derived and to provide financial
relief out of the proceeds to others who have sustained damage or loss in
consequence.

125.

Two things appear evident. First that the section is directed at making an

award to individuals. The other is that the requirement of fault (i.e. the intent to
cause harm to others by reason of the failure to obtain authorisation) is removed
from consideration.
126.

As to the first, it is necessary to consider the content of s 28 in order to

contextualise the meaning to be attributed to the words “Duty of care and the
remediation of environmental damage”. In order to do so the following wording of
the section appears to be relevant:
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“28.

Duty of care and remediation of environmental damage.—
(1) Every person who causes, has caused or may cause significant
pollution or degradation of the environment must take reasonable
measures to prevent such pollution or degradation from occurring,
continuing or recurring, or, in so far as such harm to the
environment is authorised by law or cannot reasonably be avoided
or stopped, to minimise and rectify such pollution or degradation of
the environment.

(2) Without limiting the generality of the duty in subsection (1), the
persons on whom subsection (1) imposes an obligation to take
reasonable measures, include an owner of land or premises, a
person in control of land or premises or a person who has a right to
use the land or premises on which or in which—

(a) any activity or process is or was performed or
undertaken; or

(b) any other situation exists,
which causes, has caused or is likely to cause significant
pollution or degradation of the environment.

(3) The measures required in terms of subsection (1) may include
measures to—

(a) investigate, assess and evaluate the impact on the
environment;

(b) inform and educate employees about the environmental risks
of their work and the manner in which their tasks must be
performed in order to avoid causing significant pollution or
degradation of the environment;
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(c) cease, modify or control any act, activity or process causing
the pollution or degradation;
(d) contain or prevent the movement of pollutants or the causant
of degradation;
(e) eliminate any source of the pollution or degradation; or
(f) remedy the effects of the pollution or degradation.”

(7) Should a person fail to comply, or inadequately comply, with a
directive under subsection (4), the Director-General or a provincial
head of department may take reasonable measures to remedy the
situation or apply to a competent court for appropriate relief.
(8) Subject to subsection (9), the Director-General, the DirectorGeneral of the department responsible for mineral resources or
provincial head of department may recover costs for reasonable
remedial measures to be undertaken under subsection (7), before such
measures are taken and all costs incurred as a result of acting
under subsection (7),
127.

The wording of these provisions indicate that the heading is a generalisation

or shorthand description of the contents. It is evident from subsection (2) that the
“duty” referred to is the duty identified in sub-section (1) to take reasonable
measures to prevent pollution or degradation of the environment and, if
authorised or unavoidable, the duty is one to minimise and rectify its effects.

Among the measures required to be taken in compliance with the duty imposed
under subsection 3 is to cease the activity which may cause either pollution or
degradation. In terms of subsection 4 a person may be required to cease an
activity which causes substantial pollution or degradation of the environment and
to take remedial steps. A failure to do so invokes the provisions of subsections
(7) and (8) which in their terms allow a claim to be made in advance for the costs
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that may be incurred by the authorities in themselves having to take the remedial
action.

These features indicate that s 34(3) should be read as being more extensive than
s 28.

128.

Furthermore the duty referred to in a consideration of ss 28(1) and (2) is the

duty to take steps to prevent pollution or degradation to the environment.

However that is the object of the duty. The subject matter of any duty of care in
law is one owed to a person. Environmental law does not treat the issue any
differently; as much as it seeks to protect animal life and the biosphere in
general. This is evident from the way in which s 28 of our Bill of Rights engages
the protection of the environment. As appears from its contents the subject is the
individual the object is the environment:

“24

Environment.—

Everyone has the right—

(a)

to an environment that is not harmful to their health or
well-being; and

(b)

to have the environment protected, for the benefit of
present and future generations, through reasonable
legislative and other measures that—

(i)

prevent pollution and ecological degradation;

(ii)

promote conservation; and
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(iii)

secure ecologically sustainable development and
use of natural resources while promoting justifiable
economic and social development.

129.

In Director: Mineral Development, Gauteng Region, and another v Save the

Vaal Environment and others 1999 (2) SA 709 (SCA) at 719C–D the court
considered the import of s 24 and said:
“Our Constitution, by including environmental rights as fundamental,
justiciable human rights, by necessary implication requires that environmental
considerations be accorded appropriate recognition and respect in
the administrative processes in our country. Together with the change in the
ideological climate must also come a change in our legal and administrative
approach to environmental concerns.”

130.

Irrespective of the formulation to the heading of s 28 of NEMA, the Act itself is

intended to be legislation giving content to the rights accorded to individuals to be
protected from an environment which is harmful to their health and well-being as
well as securing a safe environment for “present and future generations, through
reasonable legislative and other measures”.

131.

Furthermore the wording of s 34) (3) of NEMA refers to the “award of

damages or compensation”. The terminology adopted is consistent only with an
amount paid to a person who has either suffered pecuniary loss or non-pecuniary
loss, such as general damages as a result of personal injury.
132.

It appears that s 34(3) was always intended to cover awards both to

individuals adversely affected during the time the offender engaged in its
unauthorised activity and also by providing an additional fine. The former was not
a fine but part of the proceeds of the unlawful activity which were to be paid over
to those who had sustained damage or loss. Since the amendment it has
allowed the court to grant a mandatory order requiring the offender to effect
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remedial measures. I have not heard argument as to whether such an order is to
be read as an alternative to an award or fine. That however may arise at the next
stage of the enquiry. .
133.

It is necessary to consider the event which triggers a right to an award. In

order to do so it is to be born in mind that the award is made by reason of the
perpetrator being obliged to disgorge the benefit it derived in appropriate
circumstances.
The section provides that this may be by way of an amount awarded to those
who were impacted by an event which detrimentally affected them during the
continued commission of the offence of engaging in the activity without
environmental authorisation.
But not necessarily so. There is no requirement that there has to be an identified
victim. It is enough that during the period in which the unauthorised activity was
undertaken the offender obtained a financial advantage and in such a case the
court may impose a fine accruing to the State up to the value of the benefit
gained. But in doing so there must be some consideration which justifies the
exercise of this power in addition to the considerable penalties that can now be
imposed under s 29(4) of ECA and 49B of NEMA
134.

Furthermore s 34(3) does not require any culpable act directed at another

person. It suffices that the activity itself was not authorised. Section 34(3) also
does not expressly require a causal link between the failure to obtain
authorisation and any degradation of the environment. It is enough that
degradation occurred during the period when the activity remained unauthorised.
It appears to be no defence to say that even if proper environmental authorisation
had been obtained the degradation would nonetheless have occurred.

135.

In my view the absence of having some of the elements of ordinary delictual

liability, including a causal connection between the failure to obtain authorisation
and any degradation that may have arisen, indicates that the court itself in
exercising it discretion, which must be done judicially, is obliged to have regard to
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something more. It does not appear that the section is intended to provide a
claim simply because the offender failed to obtain authorisation; for otherwise
there would simply be a forfeiture order.
136.

However even at a substantive level it appears that the section properly

understood requires some evidence of environmental degradation occurring
during the period of the unauthorised activity before s 34 is triggered- or at least
that even if it had been sought, authorisation would not have been given prior to
construction.
137.

It also appears that the several remedial and penal provisions of NEMA seek

to both punish a failure to comply with the regulations and provide a means
whereby those affected by the failure to do so could receive prompt redress. The
first element involves no more than a failure to obtain authorisation even if
subsequently it could have been obtained without any modification to the facility
that had been constructed. These are the penalties provided under s 29(4) which
must be examined not in terms of their pre-amendment provisions but nowbecause the underlying principles did not alter, only the legislature’s view of an
appropriate penalty.
The other provision, which is s 34(3), requires in my view some link between the
failure to obtain authorisation and either an event during that period which
resulted in environmental degradation (or still can), or that authorisation could
never have been obtained prior to the activity in question being undertaken. Once
that link is established then anyone who has suffered damage or is entitled to
compensation is entitled to claim for actual loss sustained up to the value of the
benefits derived by the offender during the period in question.

In other words, for the purposes of criminal proceeding, the failure to obtain
authorisation per se is a matter between the State and the offender. Where
however during the period when proper authorisation had not been obtained and
some degradation occurred which can be linked to the offender then those who
sustained damages or loss during the period of want of authorisation will be
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entitled to claim; so too in situations where authorisation could never have been
obtained even if it had been sought prior to the construction in question. This also
indicates that loss or damage can take a myriad forms, from actual physical harm
caused by inflammatory chemicals, to loss of profits occasioned by contaminated
water arising from a chemical seepage and to unfair competition by a person who
could never have obtained authorisation for the facility from which it derived
profit.

138.

Aside from the concern that s 34(3) lacks some of the usual requirements for

attaching delictual liability, other considerations have also led me to the
conclusion I have reached.

One is that, if the authorisation would have been obtained in any event, then
there could be no loss occasioned to competitors other than the delay that may
have arisen in the ordinary course of complying with the regulations. It is evident
then that the ordinary requirement of causation (the “but for principle”) would not
be met. It also demonstrates that in such event the only entity with a real interest
is the State, and its interest in regulating environmentally sensitive activities
would not have de facto been jeopardised.

139.

Another factor is that the crimes identified in POCA by their nature cannot be

cured through a regulatory process. NEMA allows a person who has failed to
obtain authorisation pre-construction to subsequently apply for it and the
application may succeed without any modifications being required to the structure
or facility in question. .
140.

A further difficulty would be interpreting the phrase “advantage gained … in

consequence of that offence”. Does it mean that the failure to obtain the
authorisation per se results in the gaining of an advantage or does the word “in”
convey something less specific about the determinator? If the term had been “as
a consequence” the determinator could more clearly have been identified as the
failure to obtain the necessary authorisation. The adoption of the term “in
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consequence” suggests some other factor that needs to be brought into
consideration.
141.

Perhaps the most significant feature is that there is no absolute requirement

of disgorgement of profits; it is discretionary. Moreover while the regularity
framework is key to the protection of the environment, the purpose remains to
protect the public from environmental degradation.
If authorisation would not have been granted at the time it should have been
applied because of a risk to the environment then anyone who has suffered loss
by reason of a construction which should not have been undertaken is entitled to
claim an award. If the activity could never have created a risk then the link
between the failure to obtain authorisation timeously and any loss or damage in
trading, at least to trigger s 34 (3), appears unwarranted- if only because the
process is a summarily held enquiry which I believe requires some degradation or
some evidence that authorisation could not have been obtained had it been
sought prior to construction.

142.

In my view s 34(3) requires an event to trigger its application prior to any other

considerations which may affect the exercise of a discretion by the court. If I am
wrong then in the exercise of my discretion I believe that an additional facet or
event needs to exist which brings together the essential strands of the legislation.
In my view the event is either a degradation which occurred or that the structure
or facility as constructed would not have qualified for environmental authorisationto compensate for absent common law requirements or limitations for civil liability
such as duty of care, causation and remoteness.

The former event would enable those whose health may have been compromised
or who suffered financial loss as a consequence of actual degradation or pollution
to claim. The latter situation would enable competitors who were entitled to a
level playing field of compliant structures and facilities to claim an amount equal
to the benefit accruing to the offender as a consequence of it operating a facility
that did not meet environmental authorisation requirements.
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143.

I am also unwilling to exercise a discretion to investigate or enquire into the

monetary value of any advantage BP may have gained at this stage. It would be
premature without first knowing the facts I have mentioned. This is because the
case made out at the trial was not that there had been an actual degradation of
the environment but that there had been a contravention of the prohibition against
constructing or upgrading a facility without prior authorisation. .

Accordingly, in order to determine whether to grant an award of damages (as
sought by Uzani), it is first necessary to determine whether one of the events I
have mentioned occurred; i.e. either environmental degradation at one of the
filling station in respect of which BP has been convicted or that, had it applied
when it should have it would not have obtained authorisation prior to undertaking
the construction or upgrading of the filling stations in question.
144.

Absent such evidence, the question then arises: “Is it competent to still

embark on an enquiry?”

It appears to me that an enquiry is intended to be conducted if the court is
concerned that there may have been a degradation, that the facility would not
have been in operation if authorisation had been sought prior to construction, or
that the facility still poses a risk.

This appears to be self-evident from the underlying reasons for providing for an
enquiry under s 34(3) and the steps a court can take, which prior to the
amendment might only have been the imposition of a fine- but I will need to hear
argument first. The court would be shirking its responsibilities if, in exercising its
discretion, it did not weigh whether the authorisation that BP has since obtained
is adequate to give the necessary comfort that there has been compliance with
environmental assessment requirements and that the failure to obtain the type of
environmental impact report required under s22 of ECA will not expose either
people or the environment, such as groundwater, to risk.

The aspect of the adequacy of the reports that were obtained was dealt with in
the main judgment. I was concerned then that essential environmental impact
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reports which would have been required where authorisation is sought prior to
construction may have been by-passed and that the s 24G rectification reports
were inadequate. If that is the case then the enquiry would be justified if only to
remedy the situation by imposing a fine equal to the cost of obviating the
environmental risk or, if s 34(3)(b) can be applied (on which I would also have to
hear argument) then to direct remedial action.

145.

If the court is to give effect to ECA and NEMA it should during the post-

conviction stage embark on an enquiry as to whether there has been any incident
of degradation of the environment in respect of the filling stations in question. It
should also enquire whether environmental authorisation would have been given
if a proper application complying with all the requirements of ECA at the time had
been complied with under s 22(1) of ECA. Naturally if NEMA requirements for
environmental authorisation prior to the activity being undertaken became less
onerous then, in addition, whether approval would have been given prior to
construction from the date when the NEMA requirements became effective.

A failure to do so would result in a failure to ensure that the very risk to the
environment and people, which the regulatory framework of ECA and NEMA
seeks to minimise, remains unaddressed despite the convictions and while there
remains the risk that the underground fuel storage facilities and the like may still
pose an environmental risk.

146.

The evidence necessary to determine both issues would in the first instance

be available from the environmental impact assessment reports that had been
compiled by Tholoane Sustainable Development and Environmental Consultants
in respect of the s 24G of NEMA rectification reports BP had submitted in 2011.
There are also documents which BP had provided, including written information
to other environmental consultants for the same purpose, namely Mills & Otten
and Geomeasure Group Groundwater Environmental Consultants. The
consultants in turn would have had regard to other documentation in compiling
the report or assessments in question.
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Each report and assessment would have been signed by individuals who can
deal with the issues regarding whether there was any environmental degradation
at the facilities by the time they were engaged and whether environmental
authorisation would have been given if there had been compliance with the
regulations prior to the construction or upgrade in question.

147.

Uzani should be given an opportunity of considering the documentation, cross

examine and if requested to call its own witnesses who in turn would be .subject
to cross-examination on these issues.
148.

Depending on the outcome, Uzani may be entitled to obtain the order it

seeks. However it would be premature to require the extensive disclosure sought
before undertaking the enquiry I direct under s 34(3). It may also become
necessary to hear argument on whether the amendment effected which resulted
in the introduction of 34(3) (b) applies bearing in mind that it was introduced after
the offences in question were committed.

149.

I accordingly direct the holding of an enquiry under s 34 (3) and for that

purpose require the steps identified in the order to be taken in order to produce
the documents I have identified and to hear the evidence of at least the persons
who had been engaged in the s 24G process on behalf of BP.
150.

In view of the Disaster Management Regulations issued pursuant to the s 27

of the Disaster Management Act of 2002 it is not possible to fix any date set out
in the order save for the date by when BP is to deliver the documents in its
possession or under its control or that of its agent or representative.

TRACKING LEGISLATION

151.

I indicated the difficulty experienced in tracking legislation which is dependent

on other legislation coming into effect, which in turn is dependent on a further
Gazette to that effect, and in the case of environmental legislation is also
dependent on other substantive regulations coming into force.
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152.

The disconnect between the coming into effect of NEMA and its regulations

has already been the subject of criticism by the Constitutional Court in Minister
for Environmental Affairs and another v Aquarius Platinum (SA) (Pty) Ltd and
others 2016 (5) BCLR 673 (CC) at paras 41 to 45. At paras 43 and 44 Jafta J
said the following, which is apposite to the present case:
“One of them (i.e. the rights in the Bill of Rights) is everyone's right to an
environment that is not harmful to their health or wellbeing and also the right
to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and future
generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures. The
Environmental Amendment Act is a legislative measure the minister was dutybound to enforce. Here the omission had quite the opposite effect. From
September 2014 when the Act came into force to July 2015 when she
published the regulations, a lacuna was created which may have had
catastrophic consequences. …..”
153.

While the creation of an environmental law framework with inter-ministerial

and departmental collaboration must have been an unenviable task, legislation
nonetheless should be readily accessible and in particular information as to
whether legislation on the statute books has actually come into effect. It also
appears that in respect of the introduction of the two 2008 Acts impacting on ECA
there was, if my assumption is correct., no tracking mechanism in place to ensure
that the chronology of enactments is followed.

154.

Perhaps with digitisation it is possible to provide a tracking system which can

be published and relied upon by the public with regard to when legislation which,
in its terms awaits Gazetting, does in fact commence.

ORDER

155.

In the result I make the following order
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1. An enquiry in terms of s 34(3) of the National Environmental
Management Act 107 of 1998 will be held

2. The enquiry will initially determine whether there has been any
incident of degradation of the environment in respect of the filling
stations which are the subject matter of the convictions in respect of
counts 12 to 21 and also whether environmental authorisation
would have been given if a proper application complying with all the
requirements of ECA at the time had been complied with or if the
NEMA requirements are less onerous in respect of environmental
authorisation then, in addition, from the date when the NEMA
requirements became effective in relation to obtaining prior
approval for the developments in question.

3. This matter is remanded to a date to be arranged

4. By no later than Friday 12 June 2020 the accused is to deliver to
the Court and the prosecutor;
a. all the documents including written information it provided to
Tholoane Sustainable Development and Environmental
Consultants (“Tholoane”) for the purposes of each of the
reports complied by Tholoane (“the Tholoane Reports” ) in
respect of the

s 24G rectification reports the accused had

submitted to the Gauteng Department of Agriculture and
Rural Development National Department of Environmental
Affairs and Tourism (“GDARD” ) in 2011 and which pertain to
counts 12 to 21 in respect of which the accused has been
found guilty by this court (“the convictions on counts 12 to
21”)

b. all the documents including written information it provided to
Mills & Otten Environmental Consultants in respect of the
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s 24G rectification reports the accused had submitted to
GDARD in 2011 and which pertain to the convictions on
counts 12 to 21;
c. all the documents including written information it provided to
Geomeasure Group Groundwater Environmental
Consultants in respect of the s 24G rectification reports the
accused had submitted to GDARD in 2011 and which pertain
to the convictions on counts 12 to 21;

5. The prosecutor is to cause to be issued and served a subpoena
duces tecum for a date to be arranged with the concurrence of it,
the accused and the court

a. the environmental assessment practitioner who signed each
of the Tholoane Reports to appear in court on the date that
will be determined in terms of this paragraph for the
purposes of giving evidence in relation to the contents of the
Tholoane reports and to deliver within 20 court days of
service to the Registrar of the Criminal Court for safekeeping
prior to the hearing, all the documents he or she was given
by the accused and by all the other sources identified in the
said reports as well as his or her own notes of the
information obtained for the purposes of compiling the report;

b. the person at Tholoane who is in custody and control the
documents mentioned in para 3(a), if such person is not the
said environmental assessment practitioner;

c. the person responsible for the assessments undertaken by
Mills & Otten Environmental Consultants (“M&O
Assessments”) to appear in court on the date that will be
determined in terms of this paragraph for the purposes of
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giving evidence in relation to the contents of the M&O
Assessments and to deliver by no later than 20 court days
after service to the Registrar of the Criminal Court for
safekeeping prior to the hearing, all the documents he or
she was given by the accused and by all the other sources
identified in the said assessments as well as his or her own
notes of the information obtained for the purposes of
compiling the report;

d. the person at Mills & Otten Environmental Consultants who
is in custody and control the documents mentioned in para
3(c), if such person is not the person responsible for the
assessments;

e. the person responsible for the reports compiled by
Geomeasure Group Groundwater Environmental
Consultants (“the Geomeasure Reports”) to appear in court
on the date that will be determined in terms of this paragraph
for the purposes of giving evidence in relation to the contents
of the Geomeasure Reports and to deliver by no later than
20 court days after service to the Registrar of the Criminal
Court for safekeeping prior to the hearing, all the documents
he or she was given by the accused and by all the other
sources identified in the said assessments as well as his or
her own notes of the information obtained for the purposes of
compiling the report;
f. the person at Geomeasure Group Groundwater
Environmental Consultants who is in custody and control the
documents mentioned in para 3(c), if such person is not the
person responsible for the assessments;
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6. On request to the clerk of Judge Spilg copies of all such documents
will be made available to any party;
(Signed)
__________________

SPILG J

APPENDIX
UZANI v BP SA
ECA v NEMA COMARATIVE ANALYSIS

ECA
REGU-LATION

NEMA wef 29 Jan 1999

Description and date of

REGU-LATION

amendment or repeal

Description and date of
amendment or repeal

ACTIVITY
R. 1182 of
5 Sept
1997

ACTIVITY

Under powers ito s 21(1) of ECA

R.387 of

Under powers ito ss 24(2)(a) and

Minister declared that the

21 April

24D of NEMA Minister listed the

“construction, erection or

2006

“construction of filling stations

upgrading” of storage of any

…and infrastructure, or any other

“substance which is dangerous

facility for the underground storage

or hazardous” was an identified

of … petrol, diesel, liquid petroleum

activity for the purposes of ECA.

…” as an activity for the purposes

Read with national legislation
defining a “substance which is
dangerous or hazardous” the
construction, erection or
upgrading of a petrol station
became a s 21(1) of ECA
identified activity

of NEMA
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Repealed by R. 615 of 2006 rw

Introduced by R615 of 2006 rw R.

R. 387 and R. 385 of 2006, and

387 and R. 385 of 2006, and R. 612

R. 612 and R.614 of 2006 wef 3

and R.614 of 2006 wef 3 July 2006

July 2006

ECA ACT

NEMA ACT

..

wef
29/1/1999
IDENTIFICATION AND

..IDENTIFICATION & PROHIBITION

PROHIBITION OF AFFECTED

OF AFFECTED ACTIVITY SANS

ACTIVITY SANS

AUTHORISATION

AUTHORISATION
S 21(1)

Enables the Minister to identify
activities which
“may have a substantial

S 24(2)(a)
read with

Enables the Minister to “identify …
activities which may not commence
without environmental

S 24D

detrimental effect on the

authorisation from the competent
authority” by way of proclamation

environment whether in general

in the Gazette.

or in respect of certain areas” by
way of Proclamation in the
Gazette

R. 387 of 2006 is such a Notice

R. 1182 of 1987 was such a
Notice
S 22(1)

Prohibits the undertaking of an

S 24F(1)

Prohibits the commencement of an
activity listed by the Minister under

activity identified by the

s 24(2)(a) unless an environmental

Minister under s 21(1) of ECA

authorisation has been granted for

unless written authorisation

the activity

obtained
“Environmental authorisation”
S1

includes a similar authorisation
contemplated in a “specific
environmental management Act”
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which itself is defined to include
ECA and regulations under it

S 22(2)

AUHORISATION ONLY

AUHORISATION ONLY PURSUANT

PURSUANT TO AN EIR

TO AN EIR

Authorisation under s 22(1) may
only be given after considering

Ss 24(1),
24 (1A) &

environmental impact reports
compiled in the prescribed

after the potential consequences
on the environment are reported

24(4)(b)

manner and considered

S 29(4)

Authorisation can only be given

on, assessed, investigated and
considered

UNDERTAKING LISTED

UNDERTAKING LISTED ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY SANS

SANS AUTHORISATION AN

AUTHORISATION AN OFFENCE

OFFENCE

Contravention of s 22(1) of ECA

S 24F(2)

an offence

Contravention of s 24F(1) an
offence
Repealed by Act 62 of 2013 wef 18
December 2013 which introduced
s 49A

S 49A(1)(a)

Contravention of s 24F(1) an
offence

PENATIES
S 29(4)

Penalty not exceeding
R100 000, 10 years
imprisonment or both. Plus fine
not greater than 3 times the
value of any thing in respect of
which the offence was

PENALTIES
S 49B

Penalty not exceeding R10m, 10
years or both
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committed (“3 times value
fine”)

Amended by Act 14 of 2009
wef 18 September 2009 to:
Penalty not exceeding R5
million, 5 years or both for 1st
offence; R10m, 10 years or both
for subsequent offences. Plus a
3 times value fine
ENQURY IF CONVICTED UNDER

ENQURY IF CONVICTED UNDER

S 22(1)(a) OF ECA

S 24F(1)(a) OF NEMA

NEMA ACT
S 34(3)

..
Post-conviction enquiry if

S 34(3)

Post-conviction enquiry if accused

accused convicted of offence

convicted of offence listed in

listed in Schedule 3

Schedule 3

SCHEDULE 3
Schedule 3

Listed s 29(4) offence at time
when only s22 (1) and s 23(2) of
ECA an offence

SCHEDULE 3
Schedule 3

Amended by Act 14 of 2009 wef
18 Sept. 2009
Excluded s 22(1) of ECA offences

Amended by Act 14 of 2009

but included s 24F(1) and (2) of

wef 18 Sept. 2009

NEMA
Amended by Act 30 of 2013 wef 18
Dec. 2013
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Listed certain offences

Now only s 49A of NEMA offences

identified in s 29(4) but to
exclusion of s 22(1)
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